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Editor’s note

Welcome to the Spring edition of Envisage.
There is plenty to keep your eye on in the Planning and Environment space, especially as we near the end of 2018.
In mid-June 2018, the Brisbane City Council released a Retirement and Aged Care Amendment Package detailing proposed amendments to
Brisbane City Plan 2014 to better plan for Brisbane’s aging population. Our first article authored by Olivia, discusses the proposed package,
which aims to ensure a further streamlined approach to the building, extending or upgrading of aged care and retirement facilities.
Following on from this, David’s first article provides commentary regarding “relevant matters” under the Planning Act 2016. This is quite a
contentious topic. The question that arises here is whether a matter that is plainly relevant may be disregarded by an assessment manager.
Our next two articles by Ben, Thomas and myself discuss two recent and important Court decisions. The first decision - Bowyer Group Pty
Ltd v Cook Shire Council & Anor [2018] QCA 159 - brings some much needed clarity around owner’s consent with regards to a material
change of use of premises. The next decision - Klinkert v Brisbane City Council [2018] QPEC 30 - is significant for development applicants
and local governments and looks at code assessment under the Planning Act 2016 and whether weight can be given to amendments made
to City Plan 2014 in circumstances where the proposed development was found to comply with the provisions of City Plan in place at the date
the application was properly made.
My second article discusses a new trial “reward and recognition system” scheme for quarries being implemented by the Queensland
Department of Environment and Science. This scheme is being trialed over a 12 month period and is being implemented to support
environmental licence holders in the quarry industry who go beyond the minimum environmental standards expected under the
environmental authorities for their activities. This industry-tailored scheme is said to be the first of its kind in Queensland, and also the first
time quarries can be formally recognised and rewarded by government in any of the Australian states and territories.
Rounding out this edition, David provides commentary looking at “other changes” to development approvals under the Planning Act 2016.
It has been reported, anecdotally, that some local governments are refusing to accept “other change” applications where the changes
introduce a new use, seemingly, on the basis that by doing so a new development is being applied for, which must be the subject of a fresh
development application.
We hope you enjoy this edition of Envisage. Do let us know if there are any topics you’d like to see covered in our next edition in the New
Year.

Sarah Macoun, Partner
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Brisbane City Council releases Retirement and Aged
Care Amendment Package
Olivia Williamson, Senior Associate
In mid-June 2018, the Brisbane City Council (Council) released a
Retirement and Aged Care Amendment Package (Package) detailing
proposed amendments to Brisbane City Plan 2014 (City Plan) to
better plan for Brisbane’s aging population.

(health care purposes) to reflect development or use of the specific
sites for urban retirement facility, retirement facility and or residential
care facility:
1.

The Package seeks to ensure a more streamlined approach to
building, extending or upgrading aged care and retirement facilities.
The Council’s website says the amendments contained in the
Package will provide greater encouragement for new aged care and
retirement facilities in preferred locations which meet best-practice
design requirements.

(a) supporting the co-location of small-scale complementary
uses with retirement facilities and residential care facilities;
(b) development for retirement facilities and residential care
facilities occurring on well-located sites in Suburban Living
Areas (of a scale and built form proportionate to the size of
the site and character of the area); and

City Plan defines “retirement facility” to mean a residential use of
premises for accommodation for older or retired members of the
community in independent living units or serviced units with ancillary
amenity and community facilities, health care and support services. A
retirement village is an example of a retirement facility.
City Plan defines “residential care facility” to mean the use of
premises for supervised accommodation, with medical and other
support services for persons who cannot live independently and
require regular nursing or personal care. Examples of a residential
care facility include convalescent homes and nursing homes.
In August 2016, the Council announced a number of retirement living
and aged care accommodation incentives. You can read further about
these incentives here. Some of these incentives are reflected in the
Package, although it is important to note that the Council is no longer
progressing the policy to co-locate retirement facilities and residential
care facilities on privately owned sport and recreation zoned land.
The Package includes the following notable proposed amendments
to the City Plan, together with City Plan map amendments, showing
changes in zoning for 16 specific sites to CF7 Community facilities
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Recognition in the Strategic Framework and various zone codes
with respect to:

(c) Suburban Living Areas allowing for retirement facilities
and residential care facilities to support aging in place and
aging in neighbourhood.
2.

The creation of a new Retirement and Residential Care Facility
Code (replacing the Residential Care Facility Code) with specific
design considerations for such uses.

3.

Inclusion of the ‘Retirement and Residential Care Facility Code’
as a prescribed secondary code for the Centre or mixed use
code.

4.

Changes to the tables of assessment for each of the residential
zones, centre zones, mixed use zone, community facilities
zone and some neighbourhood plans to identify instances
where care co-located uses are accepted development, subject
to compliance with identified requirements or assessable
development- code assessment.

Care Facility Code. Where the existing Residential Care Facility Code
contains one additional table regarding air quality (planning) criteria,
the proposed new Retirement and Residential Care Facility Code
contains (in addition to a table relating to air quality planning criteria)
tables detailing maximum building heights, building height transitions,
boundary setbacks, siting requirements for car parking, landscaping
and deep planting and maximum building length.
It will be interesting to monitor the progress of the Package and
whether it will be accompanied by other previously announced
retirement and aged care incentives such as, discounts on
infrastructure charges for qualifying aged care and retirement facility
developments, and a fast tracked development application system
including free pre-lodgement advice and a dedicated assessment
manager.

“The Package seeks to ensure a more
streamlined approach to building,
extending or upgrading aged care and
retirement facilities.”

The new Retirement and Residential Care Facility Code is
significantly longer and more detailed than the current Residential
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“Relevant Matters”
under the Planning
Act 2016
David Nicholls, Consultant
Section 45(5) of the Planning Act 2016 (PA) provides that impact
assessment must be carried out against the relevant assessment
benchmarks and having regard to matters prescribed by regulation. The
section also states that assessment may be carried out “against or having
regard to, any other relevant matter, other than a person’s personal
circumstances, financial or otherwise.” Immediately following the subsection is a list of three examples of “another relevant matter” as follows:
•

a planning need;

•

the current relevance of the assessment benchmarks in the light of
changed circumstances; and

•

whether assessment benchmarks or other prescribed matters were
based on material errors.

Section 32CA of the Acts Interpretation Act 1954 provides as follows:

“32CA - Meaning of may and must etc.
1.

In an Act, the word may or a similar word or expression, used in
relation to a power indicates that the power may be exercised or not
exercised at discretion.

2.

In an Act, the word must, or a similar word or expression, used
in relation to a power indicates that the power is required to be
exercised.

3.

To remove any doubt, it is declared that this section applies to Act
passed after 1 January 1992 despite any presumption or rule of
interpretation.”

Thus, section 45(5)(b) of the PA provides an assessment manager with
discretion to take other relevant matters into account. The question
is whether a matter that is plainly relevant may be disregarded by an
assessment manager. Consider, for example, a development application
for a use which, while not consistent with the planning intent of the relevant
zone, is clearly needed and would provide a significant public benefit,
hopgoodganim.com.au
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such as a medical centre. Assume for the purpose of this analysis that the
Planning Scheme does not make adequate provision for a medical centre
in the locality. Would refusal to take into account expert and other evidence
of the need for such a facility on the part of the assessment manager, be
lawful?
It is worth pausing at this point to consider what the position would have
been under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (SPA). SPA’s statutory
decision rules mandated consideration of whether a decision would conflict
with a relevant instrument (such as a planning scheme) and required
refusal unless there were sufficient grounds to justify the decision despite
the conflict. Thus, consideration of grounds was an obligatory component
of the decisional framework. Has this changed under the PA?
The plain meaning of section 45(5)(b) is confirmed by the explanatory
notes to that section of the Bill - consideration of other relevant matters
is discretionary. However, in practical terms, that outcome is reversed by
section 45(5)(a)(ii) in combination with section 31(1)(g) of the Sustainable
Planning Regulation 2016, which compels an assessment manager to
have regard to the “common material.” That term is very broadly defined.
It means all of the material an assessment manager receives before an
application is decided and includes:

“(ii) Any material attached to, or given with, the development
application; and
(iii) Any material relating to the application given to the assessment
manager after the application is made;”
In consequence, application material relating to demographic changes, the
current efficacy of relevant scheme provisions and economic and planning
need must be considered if it is included in the application. Therefore in
practice, the so called discretion will be illusory. However, it does mean
that a significant onus is placed upon applicants to ensure that all evidence
supporting a relevant matter is included with a development application.
Whether an “other matter” is “relevant” in terms of section 45(5)(b) is
a separate question. The touchstone with respect to relevance is the
statutory context. While “other relevant matters” may fall outside of the
nominated assessment benchmarks, there would need to be a material
nexus, either with the benchmarks or the statutory framework for planning
and development assessment for a matter to be relevant.
It is worth recalling at this point what was said in the High Court by His
Honour Justice Mason in Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko-Wallsend
(1986) 162 CLR 24 at 45:

“It would be a strange result indeed to hold that the Minister is entitled
to ignore material on which he has actual, or constructive knowledge

and which may have a direct bearing on the justice of making the
land grant, and to proceed instead on the basis of material that
may be incomplete, inaccurate or misleading. In one sense, this
conclusion may be seen as an application of the general principle that
an administrative decision-maker is required to make his decision on
the basis of material available…. at the time the decision is made.
But that principle is itself a reflection of the fact that there may be
found in the subject-matter, scope and purpose of nearly every statute
conferring power to make an administrative decision an implication that
the decision is to be made on the basis of the most current material
available to the decision-maker.”
While the power to have regard to other relevant matters is, in strict legal
terms ‘discretionary’, the reality is different. Subject to the “other matter”
satisfying the requirement of “relevance”, failure to take into account
material facts and circumstances that have been provided to the decisionmaker will constitute a legal error amenable to review by the Court.
However, the weight to be afforded by the decision-maker to such material
is a different question. Generally speaking, weight is not amenable to
review by the Court. Such material, or more correctly, fresh evidence about
another relevant matter would be a central consideration for the Court in
a merits appeal. The weight to be afforded to it would be a matter for the
Court.
Section 43 of the Planning and Environment Court Act 2016, provides
that appeals to the Planning and Environment Court (P&E Court) are by
way of hearing anew, subject to any relevant enabling Act and subject
also to section 46(2)-(5). Section 46(2) states that the PA section 45
applies, to the P&E Court’s decision on appeal as if the P&E were the
assessment manager for the development application. Consequently,
the above analysis of section 45 of the PA applies equally to the P&E
Court. Therefore, the P&E Court must have regard to all of the common
material in assessing and deciding the development application. This
would include any minor changes to the development application made
after the commencement of an appeal, as well as new material by way of
expert evidence. So, while it may appear the P&E Court has discretion as
to whether it carries out assessment against, or having regard to, another
relevant matter, the reality may well be different provided the evidence has
a material nexus with the common material submitted with the application.
Final thoughts
The take away point from all of this is that the subtle difference in approach
between rules in the SPA, and those in the PA mean that a greater onus
is placed upon applicants and their consultants to ensure that all material
concerning “other relevant matters” is placed before the assessment
manager.
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Court provides clarity around owner’s consent
Sarah Macoun & Ben Lanskey
In a recent decision, the Court of Appeal has provided clarity with
respect to owner’s consent in the development application process.

Bowyer Group Pty Ltd v Cook Shire Council & Anor [2018] QCA 159
Facts
The Cook Shire Council granted the second respondent, David Oriel
Industries Pty Ltd, development approval for a material change of
use for an extractive industry. This decision was appealed by Bowyer
Group Pty Ltd in the Planning and Environment Court. While these
proceedings are yet to be substantively determined, Bowyer Group
Pty Ltd raised two preliminary issues, the first of which formed the
basis of this appeal:
1.

The development application was not properly constructed as it
was not accompanied by the consent of the holders of a Crown
lease of the land, pursuant to section 263(1) of the Sustainable
Planning Act 2009 (SPA).

2.

It was not properly notified.

In first instance, His Honour Morzone QC DCJ determined both
issues in favour of David Oriel Industries Pty Ltd1. Bowyer Group Pty
Ltd then sought leave to Appeal His Honour’s decision in respect of
the application being properly made.
Decision
The judgment centred on the definition of “owner” for the purposes of
section 263(1) of SPA. Section 263(1)(a) of SPA states:

“The consent of the owner of the land the subject of an application
is required for its making if the application is for…a material
change of use of premises…”
The land in question is owned by the Crown and subject to a rolling
term lease for pastoral purposes. The lease was first granted under
the Land Act 1994 (Land Act) on 1 July 1998 and has since been
extended to 31 December 2045. David Oriel Industries Pty Ltd sought
the consent of the State, as owner of the land, when making the
development application. Bowyer Group contended that it was the
consent of the Crown lessees that was required under 263(1)(a), and
thus the development application was not properly made.
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“Owner” is defined in Schedule 3 of SPA as “the person for the time
being entitled to receive the rent for the land or would be entitled to
receive the rent for it if it were to let to a tenant at a rent.” Importantly,
the lessee of a term lease under the Land Act may enter into a
sublease2. Accordingly, Bowyer Group Pty Ltd argued that this meant
the Crown lessee would be entitled to sublet and receive rent, and
thus qualify as an owner of the land the subject of the development
application.

“...as the development was impact
assessable, those with an interest in
land, such as lessees and sub-lessees,
have a right to make a submission in
respect of the development application
and object to the development on its
merits.”

Her Honour Bowskill J (with whom Fraser and Morrison JJA agreed),
in granting leave to appeal and then dismissing the appeal, held
that, irrespective of any sub-lease that may be in place, there was
still a requirement for the Crown lessees to pay rent to the Crown,
and therefore could not be considered “owners” for the purposes
of section 263(1) of SPA. This position was in-line with a number of
authorities on the point3, which holds (essentially) that the owner is
the person entitled to the possession of land without having to pay
rent for it.
Her Honour went further and advised that there is no reason, having
regard to the context and purpose of the provision and the language
used, why a lessee or sub-lessee of land should have a right to
veto the making of a development application in respect of land in
which they have limited interest4. Indeed, as the development was
impact assessable, those with an interest in land, such as lessees
and sub-lessees, have a right to make a submission in respect of the
development application and object to the development on its merits5.
Her Honour’s reasoning demonstrated a departure from that of the
primary judge, albeit the same result ensued. In the first instance, His
Honour Morzone QC DCJ indicated that a Crown lessee could be an
“owner”, insofar as they could be entitled to receive rent if the land
was sublet, but that in the present case the land was not the subject
of a sublease and so the lessee was not an owner. It should be noted
that Her Honour Bowskill J indicated that the reasoning of His Honour
Morzone QC DCJ was consistent with the manner in which the point
was argued before His Honour6.
1. Bowyer Group Pty Ltd v Cook Shire Council &
Anor [2018] QCA 159 at [3]
2. Land Act, s. 332
3. Her Honour referred to Stradbroke Island
Maangement Organiusation Inc v Redland
Shire Council [2002] QPELR 121; Spurling v
Development Underwriting (Vic) Pty Ltd [1973]
VR 1

4. [2018] QCA 159 at [44]
5. [2018] QCA 159 at [44]
6. [2018] QCA 159 at [30]
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Code assessment under the Planning Act 2016
Thomas Buckley, Senior Associate
In an important decision for both development applicants and local
governments, the Planning and Environment Court has recently
addressed the assessment and decision rules for code assessment
under the Planning Act 2016 (Planning Act).
The case of Klinkert v Brisbane City Council [2018] QPEC 30 involved
an appeal against a decision to refuse an application to demolish a
pre-1946 dwelling house in Toowong. The key issue in this case was
whether weight could be given to amendments made to City Plan
2014 (City Plan), in circumstances where the proposed demolition
was found to comply with the provisions of City Plan which were in
place at the date the application was properly made.
Background
Klinkert lodged a development application for building works to
demolish a dwelling house. The application was code assessable and
the key assessment benchmark was the Traditional building character
(demolition) overlay code. The application was refused on the basis
that the dwelling house exhibited traditional building character.
Klinkert appealed the decision to the Court.
City Plan was subsequently amended two months after the appeal
was commenced. While the application complied with all assessment
benchmarks in the version of City Plan that was in force at the date
the application was properly made, it was accepted that the proposed
demolition did not comply with the new amendments to the City Plan.
The issue for the Court was whether weight could be given to the
amendments.
Legal framework
The key provisions of the Planning Act which are relevant to code
assessment are:
•

•

section 43(1)(c), which provides that a categorising instrument
(such as a planning scheme) sets out the matters (the
assessment benchmarks) that a Council must assess
assessable development against;
section 45(3)(a), which provides code assessment is an
assessment that must be carried out only against the
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assessment benchmarks in the planning scheme for the
development;
•

section 45(6), which provides that the assessment must be
carried out against the planning scheme in force at the date the
application is properly made;

•

section 45(7), which provides that, if the planning scheme
is amended or replaced before the application is decided,
the amendments may be given appropriate weight in the
circumstances; and

•

section 60(2)(a) which provides that a code assessable
development application must be approved to the extent the
development complies with all of the assessment benchmarks
for the development.

“...This case is important as it shows that code
assessment under the Planning Act is tightly
bound...”
The Judgment
His Honour Judge Williamson QC held that because the application
complied with all assessment benchmarks in City Plan at the date the
application was properly made, it must be approved and no weight
could be given to the amendments to City Plan.
Under sections 45(3) & (6) code assessment is an assessment which
must be “carried out against” the assessment benchmarks in the
planning scheme in force at the date the application is properly made.
His Honour noted that amendments to planning schemes are not part
of the assessment which must be “carried out against”. Section 45(7)
is a discretionary power which allows the assessment manager to
give weight to amendments where it considers appropriate.

amendment to the planning scheme. His Honour noted that section
60(2)(a) does not, in any terms, require the decision maker to have
made any findings about weight that may be given to an amendment.
Notably, His Honour indicated that if section 60(2)(a) was not
enlivened, he would have given determinative weight to the
amendments and refused the appeal.
Key Point
This case is important as it shows that code assessment under the
Planning Act is tightly bound, and that if a development application
complies with the assessment benchmarks in place at the date it is
properly made, the application must be approved regardless of any
subsequent amendments to the planning scheme.
The Council has appealed the Court’s decision to the Queensland
Court of Appeal. We will provide a further update once the Court of
Appeal has delivered judgment.

When read with section 60(2)(a), where an assessment has been
“carried out against” the assessment benchmarks in force at the
date the application was properly made, and it complies with all of
those assessment benchmarks, there is no discretion to consider an
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“...the first time quarries can be formally
recognised and rewarded by government in any of
the Australian states and territories.”
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A carrot rather than the stick - the Department of
Environment and Science trial reward and recognition
scheme for quarries
Sarah Macoun, Partner

Beginning in October 2018, the Queensland Department of Environment and Science (DES) is trialling a
reward and recognition scheme over a 12 month period, supporting environmental licence holders in the
quarry industry who go beyond the minimum environmental standards expected under the environmental
authorities for their activities. The industry-tailored scheme is said to be the first of its kind in Queensland, and
also the first time quarries can be formally recognised and rewarded by government in any of the Australian
states and territories.
The trial has come about through a partnership with Cement Concrete & Aggregates Australia that involved
research being undertaken into motivations and barriers to good environmental management in the quarry
industry. The DES reports that 85% of respondents said that they wanted to be rewarded and recognised for
good environmental management.

For those interested in participating, the Department’s email is esrcomms@des.qld.gov.au or phone (07)
3330 5717.
The trial scheme is not a substitute for the DES’ regulatory powers and compliance efforts. However, it is a
thoughtful example of a scheme driven by a focus on good behaviour and recognition of best practice, rather
than the traditional response of enforcement action to deter unacceptable behaviour. It will be interesting
to observe the level of participation in the trial and the outcomes that result. The scheme may well have
application across any number of the DES’ different regulatory areas in the future.

The scheme is a voluntary site specific scheme. To be eligible for an environmental performance rating, a
quarry site must:
•

have had no compliance issues in the previous 12 months;

•

be exceeding their environmental authority conditions (beyond compliance) in one or more areas; and

•

meet the number of criteria required for the rating level being applied for.

The rating levels are grey (which indicates no non-compliance with EA conditions in the previous 12 months),
then bronze, silver and gold which have a specified criteria applying to each level and a corresponding reward
or recognition. A link to the DES’ rating and criteria guideline can be found here.
Applications and supporting documentation for the reward and recognition scheme are to be assessed by a
departmental board, with successful participants being entitled to promote their quarry site in accordance with
the gold, silver or bronze rating system.
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“Other changes” to development approvals what are the limits?
David Nicholls, Consultant

It has been reported, anecdotally, that some local governments are refusing to accept “other change”
applications under Chapter 3 Part 5 Division 2 of the Planning Act 2016 (PA). This appears to be occurring
where the changes introduce a new use, seemingly, on the basis that by doing so a new development is
being applied for, which must be the subject of a fresh development application.
Local governments that are approaching the application of sections 81 and 82 of the PA in this way are
acting unlawfully and at risk of being corrected by the court in declaratory proceedings, potentially with
adverse costs consequences. This is because the terms of the legislation are clear and unambiguous, and
on no rational view admit of the implication of such a limitation.
Sections 81 and 82 must be read in the context of Division 2 as a whole. “Other changes” is the residuum of
what is left over after excluding minor changes. The scope of the former category is unlimited provided what
is proposed is, in truth, a “change” within the meaning of the statute.

Division 2 contains beneficial provisions designed to promote good development outcomes with the
minimum of inefficiency and inconvenience, while at the same time not infringing the rights of the public and
government agencies.
The conclusion is that, any proposed alteration is within the scope of these provisions other than one which
amounts to a complete substitution or replacement of approved development, such that there is no utility
in assessing the change in the context of the original development approval. If the original development
approval would have no work to do with the change superimposed then it couldn’t legitimately be regarded
as one to which sections 81 and 82 are intended to apply.
Otherwise, there is no limit upon the scope of “other changes” to development approvals.

The word “change” is not defined. Its common meaning includes a number of alternative usages. It can
mean to modify or alter something, or it can mean to replace or substitute one thing with another. Sections
81 and 82 do not appear to embrace the later usage of the term, when read in the context of Division 2 as
a whole, and having regard to the purposes of the PA. Rather, it is the former sense of to modify or alter
something in which the word “change”, and its derivatives, are used in the Act.
Careful examination of the terms of sections 81 and 82 and the case law relating to implying limitations on
the scope of powers that are otherwise expressed expansively, reveals that there is very limited ability to
read limitations into these provisions.
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“...any proposed alteration is within the scope of
these provisions other than one which amounts to a
complete substitution or replacement of approved
development...”
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